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Our Story

The new advanced contemporary ALLEN SCHWARTZ collection launched in 2017. With vintage influence complemented by modern fabrics 

and textures, the brand offers timeless silhouettes for all occasions. The ALLEN SCHWARTZ woman has an inherent appreciation for design 

in all aspects of her lifestyle  - our clothing helps to enhance this special piece of her being, and she knows it. She isn’t afraid to blend styles 

and she isn’t afraid to be noticed. No matter the time or place, she is effortlessly magnetic. 

ALLEN SCHWARTZ is department store-free, existing only on our e-shop, carefully curated domestic and international specialty 

boutiques and online retailers. Every piece from the ALLEN SCHWARTZ collection is conceptualized and created out of our studio in Down-

town Los Angeles, using fabrications we closely develop with our mills locally and around the world. Our production is set in small batches, 

making each item a bit exclusive while using scarcity to create demand and prevent waste. We will continue to uphold high ethical and sus-

tainable standards while constantly working to improve internal practices. 



ALLEN SCHWARTZ 
Aerin Top

on Audrina Patridge



Actress Kate Beckinsale
@katebeckinsale - 2.7m

Carmen Evening Jacket



Carmen Evening Jacket
Actress Jenna Dewan
@jennadewan - 5.5m



Youtube Sensation Lily Singh
@iisuperwomanii - 8.3m



 Actress Jamie Chung
@jamiejchung - 1.3m



                     Actress Yvonne Orji 
                    @yvonneorji - 654k



Actress Susan Kelechi Watson
@susankelechiwatson - 409k



                   Louise Roe 
                     @louiseroe - 700k



Supermodel Ashley Graham 
@ashleygraham - 8.2m

                     LIVE With Kelly and Ryan                                                                             
             @livekellyandryan - 1.3m



                            Negin Mirsalehi 
                     @negin_mirsalehi - 5.2m



        Natalie Lim Suarez
                                                                           @natalieoffduty - 593k
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J.Crew
pants, $85;
jcrew.com.

Marc Fisher slingbacks,
$79; marcfisher
footwear.com.

Belle Badgley
Mischka dress,

$299; at Dillard’s.

Vince Camuto
skirt, $99; vince

camuto.com.

Magda Butrym top,
$822; fwrd.com.

Marc
Jacobs

earrings,
$125; marc

jacobs
.com.

Allen Schwartz
skirt, $290;

allenschwartz
.com.

T by Alexander
Wang dress,

$395; alexander
wang.com.

BCBG Max
Azria jacket,
$298; bcbg

.com.

Stuart
Weitzman

mules, $498;
stuart

weitzman
.com.

Eloquii
dress, $150;
eloquii.com
(available
in sizes up

to 24).

White House Black Market
bag, $79, whbm.com.

Guess
sandals,

$79;
amazon

.com.

Mango clutch,
$130; shop

.mango.com.

Kenneth Jay Lane
earrings, $60;

net-a-porter.com.

French Connection
dress, $228; usa

.frenchconnection
.com.

INC
Interna-

tional
Concepts
shirt, $70;

macys
.com.



Rocky Barnes 
@rocky_barnes - 1.6m



Jelena Cikoja
@jelena.marija - 293k



Alyssa Coscarelli - Former Refinery29 Fashion Market Editor
@alyssainthecity - 212k







Madison Williams
@minimalmajor - 133k









Francis Lola
@flamcis - 334k

Belen Hostalet
@belenhostalet - 784k



FASHION / FASHION SCOOPS

Allen Schwartz Opens In-Store Shop at 
The Shoe Box
The in-store shop will carry the full Allen Schwartz collection, including 
pants, duster jackets, cocktail dresses and tops.

By Lisa Lockwood on November 30, 2017

SCHWARTZ’S LATEST: Allen Schwartz has opened an in-store shop within The Shoe Box at 1277 
Third Avenue in New York. The 2,000-square-foot Shoe Box will carry the full Allen Schwartz col-
lection, including pants, duster jackets, cocktail dresses and tops in a 40-square-foot area positioned at 
the front of the store.

The branded shop features a 3-D acrylic logo displayed over the space. There are presently two man-
nequins in the window wearing pieces by Allen Schwartz.

Prices start at $215 for a camisole and go as high as $770 for an embroidered evening dress. Specifi-
cally, tops and blouses retail from $215 to $320, dresses retail from $245 to $770, pants are $265 to 
$375, and dusters and blazers go from $365 to $550.

“The Shoe Box presented us with the opportunity to showcase our new brand as a full collection with 
the idea of a shop-in-shop in their newest Upper East Side location,” said Nina Ginsberg Lohan, sales 
director of Allen Schwartz. “We don’t have a New York retail store, and he [Allen Schwartz] saw this 
as an opportunity to have a flagship space while partnering with a renown retailer like The Shoe Box, 
which has been in businesses for 63 years.”

Amanda Astor, vice president of shoes at The Shoe Box, said, “I established this concept to create a 
profitable business model in an evolving retail climate where sustainability and longevity is the prior-
ity amongst brands. I am trying to source lines that speak back to who we are as a brand and fit into 
the lifestyle of The Shoe Box Woman.” She said that she plans on growing the partnership with Allen 
Schwartz  in 2018 and expanding this concept to other stores starting with Americana Manhasset.

 

This Shoe Box unit, which opened in November, was designed with two dressing rooms.

The Shoe Box carries such footwear brands as Stuart Weitzman, Jimmy Choo, Proenza Schouler, 
Chloe, Phillip Lim, Marc Fisher, and Barbara Bui. The retailer is celebrating the opening of the new 
store Friday night from 5 to 9 p.m. The new unit also has an in-store shop for Foravi by Devora and 
carries some Jocelyn fur pieces. The shop also features a bar in the store.

The Shoe Box has 15 stores in such areas as Murray Hill and the Flatiron District in New York, as well 
as on Long Island, in Florida, California, Georgia, North Carolina and Virginia.

Last February, Schwartz re-branded his company as an advanced contemporary brand.

“We changed the name of the brand to match the product selection and establish ourselves as an ad-
vanced-contemporary collection that is accessible and made in the U.S.A.,” Schwartz said at the time.

A look from Allen Schwartz
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Tania Sarin
@tania_sarin- 284k

Allen Schwartz is taking his apparel business in a new direction.

The 35-year-old, Los Angeles-based company, which has been through several different incarnations, most re-
cently was manufacturing dresses under the ABS by Allen Schwartz label. For fall, it will launch a single label, 
Allen Schwartz, which is an advanced-contemporary collection.

“We changed the name of the brand to match the product selection and establish ourselves as an advanced-con-
temporary collection that is accessible and made in the U.S.A.,” said Schwartz. The collection will launch the 
week of Feb. 20 and will be shown at Coterie.

The entire collection is manufactured in downtown Los Angeles using novelty fabrics. Schwartz described the 
targeted customer as a woman between the ages of 30 and 45, who will wear it to work and to go out at night. 
She’s digitally savvy, pursuing her career, is interested in current affairs and cares that a product is ethically pro-
duced, he said.

“I think I can bring a superior product at more accessible price points,” said Schwartz. The collection wholesales 
from $150 to $300, including faux furs. Among some of the looks are Victorian lace tops, off-the-shoulder dress-
es, velvet baseball jackets, pinstripe suits, pajama pants and pajama tops and dressy tops.

“Women can’t get enough dressy tops,” said Schwartz. “It’s very important to have with the collection.”

Schwartz, who is aiming for retailers such as Bergdorf Goodman, Net-a-porter and better specialty stores, has 
redesigned the label and the hangtag. Sizes range from 2 to 12.

“I don’t know if I want to restart my business with department stores,” said Schwartz, whose ABS by Allen 
Schwartz dresses were available at department stores. The last shipment of ABS by Allen Schwartz dresses is the 
April 30 delivery.

Allen Schwartz Rebrands as Advanced-Contem-
porary Collection
The collection will be shown at Coterie.
By Lisa Lockwood on February 7, 2017



Michelle Ressler
@cremedemichelle - 200k

Vanessa & Stella Hudgens 
@vanessahudgens - 32.9m / @stellahudgens - 1.1m



Tessa Barton
@tezza - 680k



How do your designs approach femininity?

I always approach it with the intention of designing inspired pieces that will stand the test of time (be it a soft silhouette or stark lines). 

Femininity should be timeless.

Describe the Allen Schwartz woman.

She’s classic with much appreciation for newness.

What is sexy to you?

Self confidence — knowing who you are, what you want and going for it.

Why should women choose Allen Schwartz?

We offer you forward classics that will make you look flawless no matter the season. Plus we’re made in LA (if you’re into supporting that).

How would you style yourself for Valentine’s Day in Allen Schwartz?

I’d wear one of our oversized black suits and pair it with my lace up boots or my platform creepers.

Allen Schwartz
Baby brand Allen Schwartz may be fresh on the scene, but has all the makings of a legendary label. Founded by Schwartz himself, 

former designer of 35 year-old moniker brand ABS, the eponymous fashion retailer has evolved from its roots as a red carpet staple into 

contemporary business and formal wear — with a classic twist — for the modern woman.

Head Designer, Bianca Bernal, knows their consumer equally appreciates the past and future, and creates pieces that are somehow both 

dateless and perfectly suited to the present. Expect satin gowns next to tailored suits, velvet jumpsuits next to sheer bustier-dresses. 

Everything style is sexy without trying too hard, and guaranteed to make heads turn. Oh, they’re also entirely made in LA — go off.

In a world oversaturated with labels seeking to redefine sexy, some have definitively risen above the rest — 
offering simple, sultry (and let’s face it, sustainable) styles to take you from the dance floor to the boudoir.

Whether you’re enjoying Valentine’s or “Gal”entine’s tomorrow, make a statement to subtly reinforce your 
rightful place as center of attention, with one of PAPER’’s selected designers for the occasion. 
Newcomers or established, these brands have already caught the attention of some of the most exciting 
names in fashion and, coupled with their social media success, are set to be the only labels on everyone’s 
Ruby Woo-hued lips this Valentine’s day.

See them all, below.



                                                       Laurie Ferraro
                                                                                  @laurie_ferraro - 220k



Angela Fink
@angelafink - 109k

Sofia Resing
@sofiaresing - 329k


